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Age : 30 
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Overall view 

Major skills 
Good knowledge of the European and international green movements and green thinking- 
and of European issues, institutions and actors 
Serious, determined, open-minded and able to gather people and transform their wills in 
acts. 
 
Quick view on experiences 
In charge of Europe and youth for EELV. Head and founder of the French NGO for a better 
environmental law, Notre affaire à tous, and member of the executive committee of the 
international movement End Ecocide on Earth. Member of the administration council of the 

French Fondation Fondation pour l'écologie politique. Former Federal secretary of Les Jeunes écologistes, and former 
representative of the Jeunes écologistes in FYEG. 
Professional experience: head of cabinet of a deputy mayor in the Parisian city council, councillor in the European Parliament, 
French Senate and National Assembly. 
 
My candidacy 
 
Dear friends, 
 
Member of the French Greens for more than ten years, I am now in charge of Europe and youth within our executive committee, 
as well as current member of the administration council of the Fondation pour l'écologie politique and of the General Assembly 
of the Green European Fondation as representant of the European Green Party. By this letter I am asking you to renew your trust 
into me to keep in representing you within GEF General Assembly. 
 
GEF has been key to build and promote our thoughts and allow concrete cross-border european cooperation between our 
fondations. It has become a great tool, being helpful to reinforce us nationally and bring new people to ecological thinking. As 
Europe is still facing huge challenges, GEF also helps us to name and shape our analysis and proposals and to build our european 
green family.  
 
I wish to contribute to its work, by helping diffusing our work as well as contributing to it. Participating in the redaction of the 
programs of Europe Ecologie – Les Verts for several years now, I am also engaged with researchers and thinkers in my civil life, 
my main areas of research being based on economy and how the commons and social economy can reshape our states and public 
services, as well as on the protection of the natural commons especially through environmental liability and crimes. 
 
But as representant of the European Green Party, I also believe that we need to assess together what are our common challenges 
in the years to come and how GEF can contribute to formulate answers and perspectives for the greens. Due to the change of 
election of the EGP representatives, we have not been able to build common proposals to submit the GEF yet. This is what seems 
to me as the most important thing to do now. 
 
Reaffirming my profund willingness to contribute to the achievement of its goals, all the best, 
 


